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A comprehensive range of sound, 
colour and gem essences. 

Natural essences that work to 
gently restore balance and 

harmony.

ISHSKO 
VIBRATIONAL 

ESSENCES 

GSBE 11-Pink Sapphire Essence ( SOO 
RHEEGARHEE) 
Uses: Clears channels of transmission, strengthen external 
feeling and sense.
Influences: Increases release of emotion and emotional 
freedom.
GSBE 12 - Green Jade Essences (ISH GARHEE) 
Uses: Strengthen Sight and Stomach, strengthen the nerves 
and nervous system
Influences: Increases assuredness and assertiveness.
GSBE 13 - Moonstone Essence (RHEEAH 
GAHRHEE) 
Uses: healing support of the lungs, expands breathing
Influences: Increases reason and clear thinking.
GSBE 14 - Cloudy Quartz Essence ( ERH 
GAHRHEE) 
Uses: Strengthen perception, assist f the eyes and ears
Influences: Increases understanding of others; increases 
focusing of thought and awareness and concentration.
GSBE 15 - Carnelian Essence (KAVA GAHRHEE) 
Uses: healing support of the skin
Influences: increases the desire to attempt
GSBE 16 -- Emerald Essence (HARA GAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing support of the blood; healing support of 
lacerations and wounds;  
Influences: deepens awareness of threat and negativity.
GSBE 17 - White Opal Essence (ZJORHEE 
RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Assists healing of the brain as the controller of the 
nervous system; unlocks transmission within the nervous 
system
Influences: Increases memory and perceptiveness.
GSBE 18 - Grey Opal Essence 
(ZJORHREEMORAH GAHRHEE)
Uses: Strengthen hearing; assists in unlocking of 
transmission within the nervous system.
Influences: Increases the desire and attempt to listen; 
increases adaptability and flexibility
GSBE 19 - Black Star Essence (RHEEMEH 
GAHRHEE) 
Uses: Strengthen etheric blueprint of bones; the new blood 
cell distribution system: and of the lungs.
Influences: Increases conceptualisation and idea forming; 
increases contribution 

GSBE 20 - Star Ruby Essence (RHEEKEERH 
GAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing of the ligaments; cleanse the system
Influences: Increases willingness to participate and 
contribute.
GSBE 21 - Apache Tear ( EHRHEEFEMEH 
GAHRHREE) 
Uses: Assist healing of the organs or glands which 
manufacture blood cells and the new blood cell distribution 
system
Influences: Increases knowledge of foundations: increases 
solidarity.

Organs and Systems Blueprint Essences (OSBE) 
These Essences are a combination of the Sound-
current Conceptual words for each of the organs 
and systems used in a Mantra format and are 
infused with chromatic light.    In combination 
these essences encourage overactive organ and 
system vibrations into stillness, and stimulate 
under active organ and system vibrations to join 
into the proper expression of the symphony of 
life.

OSBE 1-  ANS/NS
OSBE 2-  BREATHING
OSBE 3-  LYMPH
OSBE 4 - CIRCULATION
OSBE 5 - DIGESTION
OSBE 6 - FILTERS
OSBE 7 - STRUCTURE
OSBE 8 - GLANDS
OSBE 9 - PERCEPTION
OSBE 10-MEMORY
OSBE 11-ELIMINATION
OSBE 12-IMMUNE

COMBINATION ESSENCES: Essences, Sprays and 
Rollers:
Addiction to tobacco- Addiction to sugar
Emotional Balance-Nurturing Optimism and 
Abundance - Indulgence Rescue - Party Time - 
Connection in Oneness - Gentle Sleep - Detox Support 
- Exam focus - Memory . 
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The ISHSKO VIBRATIONAL ESSENCES  
The Essences are classified in three groups. Each 
group has its own function and uses within the 
subtle energy field of our Being and each group 
enhances and influences the others. 
These essences are used in specific blends, but 
can also be used in their own right. 
I invite anyone to tune into their own intuition 
and make up their combination packs. 

Foundational Blueprint Essences (FBE) : 
quantum consciousness and holding of light. The 
foundational Blueprint Essences are made of 
ancient Mantras called VAR-NEE-KHA (simply 
translated as Transmission inward). These 
Essences positively influence the body’s ability 
for holding of light and bring greater awareness 
around the cause behind the imbalance within 
the body. The essences are not bound by any 
dogma or religion and are made with the 
principal understanding that the ultimate 
master and healer is your Higher Self. We can 
all learn to tune into our Vital Force and Inner 
Doctor.

The 9 Foundational Blueprint Essences:  

FBE 1 - Energy and Continued Health 
Used when strengthening forward movement on the 
path of knowledge and/or in injunction with a healing 
session.
FBE 2 - Therapist/Patient Field Support  
Induce impartial Field of healing, used in therapy session 
in healing others from Trauma.
FBE 3 - Healing Support Foundation 
Cause the holding of light for what ever is needed for the 
energy to be employed. Assist in the knowledge of life 
application to teach always the understanding necessary 
in relation to the causality behind the imbalance.

FBE 4 - Structural Support and Alignment 
Strengthens, attunes and harmonises the blueprint for 
bones, muscles, ligaments and helps the alignment of the 
physical body with the etheric blueprint.
FBE 5 - Healing support General sickness 
Used in healing support for general sickness like colds, 
aches, minor bumps and bruises, minor urinary infections 
etc.
FBE 6 - Healing support Major illness 
Strength take occurrence and  experiencing of the positive 
vibration of sound 
FBE 7 - Fever  
Highlights the reason for imbalance and supports the 
occurrence of final understanding within the individual of 
causality behind imbalance.
FBE 8 - Relief Trauma  
From the retained perception of light, the known absorbed 
positivity intently engross in the contribution of what is 
necessary on the path to include the laws to master to 
regain homeostasis.
FBE 9 - Relief of Suffering 
Used in relief of suffering from an individual who is 
chronically or critically ill, when appears not to respond to 
any type of healing or when death is imminent. Also in 
cataclysmic situations.

Gem-stone Blueprint Essences(GSBE): 
Each Gem holds a certain vibrational frequency or 
energy that can be used to supports the holding of 
light within the energetic blueprint of our organs and 
systems. Each gem or gem combination also has a 
positive influence on a specific aspect of our 
emotional make-up and can uplift and enhance aspects 
of our character.

The ISHSKO Gem-Stone BLUEPRINT ESSENCES are 
made with medical grade quality Gemstones which 
have been blessed by the Balinese energy master Ratu 
Bagus and include: 

GSBE 2 - Sapphire-dark blue Essence (RHAH 
RHEEGARHEE) 
Uses: Healing of the organs and glands of knowledge and 
perception
Influences: Increases curiosity and the desire to investigate.

GSBE 3 - Aquamarine Essence 
(RHADEHRHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Purification; draws out for identification of any 
imbalance in health or in thought
Influences: Increase energy; increases preparedness and the 
ability to handle any situation
GSBE 4 - Clear Emerald Essence (HARA 
RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing of the etheric blueprint of the blood 
channels; strengthen circulation
Influences: Increases desire to learn; increases 
understanding
GSBE 5 - Peridot Essence (VOO 
RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Enhances coordination and dexterity; assists in the 
control and diminishing of impulsiveness; assist in the 
stopping of negative habits.
Influences: Increases maturity,perception,carefulness and 
attention to detail.
GSBE 6 - Garnet Essence (VARDAH 
RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing of the etheric blueprint of the digestive 
system
Influences: Increases moderation, self control and 
determination.
GSBE 7 - Ruby Essence (KAY RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing of those organs which filter; relieve pain;stop 
bleeding; slow circulation
Influences: Increases interest in and for ideas for provision; 
increases decisiveness and action.
GSBE 8 - Amethyst Essence (KEE 
RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing of the nerves and nervous system; calm 
reactive thought and reactive emotion
Influences: Increases leadership; increases influence on and 
interest in others; increases forgiveness.
GSBE 9 - Smokey Quartz Essence (SA 
RHEEGAHRHEE) 
Uses: Healing of muscles; strengthen internal transmission
Influences: Increases aggressiveness and accomplishment.
GSBE 10- Topaz Essence (VARA RHEEGARHEE) 
Uses: Healing of scrapes and burns; healing of the 
nose,throat and breathing passages
Influences: Increases individuality, isolationism and 
introspection; increases acceptance and humility.


